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Abstract-Finite element approximation, in space and time, for the wave equation with a forcing 
term is considered. The rates of convergence, in H1 x L2 and L2 x H-' topology, reconstructing the 
“beat” approximation properties of the subspaces are derived. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, we shall analyze a variational method for approximating hyperbolic problems using 
continuous finite elements in space and time. As a motivating example, we consider the following 
model of the wave equation. Let R be a bounded domain in Rn with smooth boundary I’, let 
T > 0, and let y(z,t) satisfy the equation 
{ 
Ytt = &J + f in Q zs R x (0,T); 
l/(t = 0) = 900; yt(t = 0) = Yl; (1.1) 
Ylr = 0 onC=I’x(O,T). 
It is standard to show that the following estimates hold: 
lVY(M,(0) + IYt(G12Lz(n) I lVYol;,(n) + IYll&q + c o If@&n, 4 
I 
t 
(1.2a) 
I 
t 
IYWl2L,(i2, + IYdMf-I(,) L IYolL&-2, + IYlIff-l(n) + c o IfM-I-‘($2) 4 (1.2b) 
where 
MH-qn, = lT”2~l~,(n~, 
and the operator (positive, self&joint) T-l : 152(R) + Lz(fl) is given by 
T-‘y E -Ay; y E D(T-')zH,(R)nH2(S1). ' (1.3) 
The main goal of this paper is to construct finite element (space and time) approximations which 
recover the stability properties (1.2) and, moreover, give the optimal rates of convergence in 
‘T-i defined by (1.3) can be viewed ss an extended operator acting H-‘(Q) -* H-‘(n). 
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the indicated norms, i.e., H-‘(R) x Ls(R) and Ls(sZ) x H-‘(R). It should be noted that the 
convergence properties of finite element method&n time and space-were studied in [l], for 
parabolic problems and in [2] for first-order, one-dimensional hyperbolic systems. In the case of 
the wave equation in dimension higher than one, the available literature includes the following 
papers: (31 where negative norm estimates for “rough” boundary data are established and most 
recently [4] providing error estimates for the nonhomogeneous wave equation in #(R) x Ls(R) 
norms. Thus our results are close in spirit to those of [4]. The main difference is, however, that 
6) 
(ii) 
our estimates do not require any compatibility between the time and space mesh size. 
This is in contrast to [4], where the time step Ic and the mesh size h are assumed to satisfy 
k 5 q,h where cc, is sufficiently small. 
We obtain error estimates in both topologies H1 x L2 as well as L2 x II-‘. On the technical 
level our proofs are very different from those in [4]. While the techniques of [4] are very 
much variational (which have an advantage of being fairly general), our arguments follow 
closely the specifics and the structure of the skew&joint operator associated with (1.1) 
(as in [3]). 
Before we introduce the fully discrete scheme, we find it convenient to represent the solution (y, yt) 
to (1.1) in the semigroup form. To accomplish this we define: the space H z Ls(R) x H-l(R); 
the skew-adjoint operator A : H -+ H with D(A) G H,‘(a) x Ls(R) given by 
A=[zl ;I]. 
We shall also introduce another space 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
equipped with the inner product 
(21, u)A z (T’uI, 211) + (~2, ~2) where (f,9) = 
J 
fgdz, (1.6) 
n 
and the skew-adjoint operator A : I? --t Z? with D(a) c H2(n) rl Hi(R) x Lz(R) whose action 
is defined by (1.4). 
With the above notation equation (1.1) with u = (g,~t) can be written as 
ut + Au = g, 9 = (0, f); 
‘Il(t = 0) = (YO,Ylh 
(1.7) 
or in a weak form ss 
(1.8a) 
(1.8b) 
Formulas (1.8) will serve as a basis for our approximation. Following [l], we introduce the space 
Sx (a) C Hi (0) of piecewise continuous q th degree polynomials defined on a partition of Sz with 
mesh parameter h. Let 0 = to < a-. < tM = T be a partition of [O, T], and let Si(O, 2’) be a 
finite element space on this partition consisting of continuous piecewise pth degree polynomials 
in time with a time step k = msx Iti - &-I(; 1 I i I A4 [i.e., S[[O,T] = {x E ~O[O,T](X(~~~_~,~~~ E 
PP([t+l, ti])} where P&-l, ti]) is the set of polynomials of degree 5 p on [ti_l, ti]]. Then 
define 
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Let Th : H-‘(R) --) 5$‘(R) be an “approximation” of T given by 
(VThf, v#h) = (f, #) for all +h E s”,(Q). (1.9) 
We shall also use the “discrete” norms on H and fi. 
with the discrete inner products 
((u, v))h = (w, VI) + (Thu2, “2); 
((w))~ = (T,&w) + (742,772). 
We always have I?.& I (u(H, (u(h 6 ]u(& with opposite inequality holding on (S;f(0))2. Our finite 
element method for approximating (1.1) is to find ~8’~ E W& such that 
~;((u:“> dk))h + ((Ahuhk, 4tk))h dt= j-c&, d’tk>)h dt 
&“(t = 0) E (s;(n))? 
for all f$hhk E Wik; 
(1.10) 
Since (Ti’yh, xh) = (Tdlyh, zh), yh, xh E S;f(S’l) it is important to immediately verify that for 
cph,?jh E [S;f(0)12 and 
the following identities hold 
((&4h, $‘))h = PVh, tih))h = -Wk, Adh))k, 
and, in particular, 
((Ah4h, d’h))h = 0; U44t@))k = -&‘ba~hv @))h. 
The same identities as (1.12) hold with A replaced by a and (( , ))h replaced by (( 
Notice also that (1.10) is equivalent to 
j-;((@, &?)b + ((AhUh”, $:“))i, dt = .&:((g, &“))A dt 
d-yt = 0) E (s;(n))? 
(1.11) 
(1.12a) 
(1.12b) 
7 NR- 
(1.13) 
In fact, both schemes (1.10) and (1.13) are equivalent to solving the following system of equations: 
?.P = (@$?@); g = (g1,g2). 
&bhk, tihk E Whk. 
(1.14) 
On the other hand, the finite element solution uhk(t) can be computed by marching through 
successive time levels. Indeed, uhk can be computed on [t n, t ,.,+I] as the unique solution (as we 
shall see later) of 
s L+1 @thk* Whk))h + ((&uhk, Whk))h dt = t, J tn+1 ((g, Whk)) h & &I (1.15) 
for all whk E [[SQ((R)] 8 PP-‘[tla, t,+1)]2 with 2thk(t,) given. Here, Pq[t,, t,+l] denotes the set 
of polynomials of degree q on [&,t,,,+i]. In (1.15), one can replace (( , ))h by (( , ))A. 
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Following [l], we introduce the “time projection” operator Rt : H’[O, 2’1 4 SE defined by 
J:(R’i)t&t = J; IlrtO$.% V@ E s;; 
(RtW3 = NW 
(1.16) 
The above definition allows us to define extended projections 
Pt : H’[O,T;H] --) H 8 (S,“)“, 
P : H’[O,T;fi] ---) a 63 pi>“, 
given by 
Pt$ = Pty5 = (R’I~~, Rtti2). 
We also introduce “spatial projections” 
(1.17) 
P” : ~52[0, T; ‘D(A)] --) [s;(Q) @ Lz[O,T]]~, 
P *= : L2[O,T;D(A)] -+ [sg(cI) @L2[o,q2, 
defined by 
P”$ = (P%, W2), (1.18a) 
PV = (Pllrr, PV2), (1.18b) 
where P is the usual Ls(R) orthogonal projection onto S;(n) and P’ is a corresponding “elliptic” 
projection. 
The following error estimates can be proved in a standard way (see the Appendix). 
PROPOSITION 1.1. 
(1.19a) 
(1.19b) 
(1.20a) 
(1.20b) 
Now we are ready to state our main results. 
THEOREM 1. Let u be the solution to (1.7). There exists a unique solution uhk to (1.14) (or 
equivalently (HO), (1.13)). M oreover, the following error estimates hold 
t$oBXT] bhk(t) - (*Ptu)(t)(~ 5 C[h’+’ + kp+‘] [(~&‘+l(O,T;Hl(n)j 
+ 1”21ffP+110,T;Lg(n)] + lUltlL1[O,T;HP+‘(n)]] + Cbhk(o) - P=@)Iff; (1.21) 
tzoFl bhk@) - (pz+“#)lfi 1. c[h’+’ + kp+‘] [(Ul(HP+l(,,,T;H1(Q)] 
+ l~2IHP+~[O,T;Nw)] + b2tIt2[0,T;HP+~(*)~] + CJuhk(0) - P”(O)I&. 
(1.22) 
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Specializing the above result to the case of the wave equation (l.l), we 
1. Let (y, yt) and uhk E (yhk, ~2~). Assume also that ~~“(0) = (P1yO, Pyl). 
Then 
$joF1 (IYhkN - (P’@YMLa(n) + Ivth”(t) - (PRtYt)(t)lH-l(n)) 
< wq+l + Icp+‘l [IYlHP+l(O,T;H~(n)~ - + IY~lH~+l[o,T;Ln(n)] + IYtlLa[o,T;m+q-Q]] . 
If instead ~~“(0) = (Pyo, FYI), then 
tgo=q (lyhk(t> - (P@Y)(t)lHl(n) + IYth"@) - (f-tYd(thz(n)) 
5 cpq+l + Icp+’ I [lY1~~+w,T;Hw~] + lY~lH~+l[o,T;Hl(n)] + lYttlLa[O,T;H*+‘(R)l] .
REMARK 1. By combining the results of Theorem 1 (Corollary 1) with the convergence properties 
in Proposition 1.1 one obtainserror estimates for u - ‘1~ hk Details are straightforward, hence . 
omitted. 
REMARK 2. The arguments of the paper apply to any abstract operator A with the properties 
Re(Az,s)~ = 0 and IA*zIH I CIA+. 
ORIENTATION OF THE PAPER. In Section 2, we shall prove stability estimates for the nonhomoge- 
neous problem (1 .lO) which reconstruct stability properties (1.2) valid for the origind continuous 
problem. This will provide automatically the existence and uniqueness of the solution uhk to 
(1.10). In Section 3, we shall prove the error estimates for the approximation. 
Throughout the paper, C will denote a general constant, not necessarily the same in any two 
places. 
2. A PRIORI STABILITY ESTIMATES 
In this section, we consider the problem of finding thk E (whk)2 such that 
J 
T 
(($“, &“h + ((-4zzhk, 4:k>>h dt =
J 
T((fv &k))h dt for all 4hk ‘.? (whk)2, (2.1) 
0 0 
where zhk(0) is given in (Whk)2. 
The goals of this section are to prove that (2.1) has a unique solution zhk and to prove the 
following stability estimate. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let zhk be a solution to (2.1). Then there is a constant C which does not depend 
on h and k (it may depend on T) such that 
goaq Izhk@>li, 5 C Iz (O)lh + I lflRdt [ hk . (T 2)““1_ 
(2.2a) 
(2.2b) 
Before we prove this estimate, we note that since (2.1) is a system of linear equations with 
as many equations as unknowns, and uniqueness follows from the stability estimate (2.2), the 
following corollary is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.1. 
COROLLARY 2. The system (2.1) has a unique solution zhk E (whk)2. 
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The proof of Lemma 2.1 is a consequence of the following propositions. Since the arguments 
are the same for the case of 1. Ih and 1.1~ norms we shall treat only one case of the discrete norms. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Form=O,l,..., M-1, 
J 
tm+1 
If + IzhkI;dt . 
tm 1 
To (2.3), (2.1), take 
c$hk(t) E 0 for t < t,, q5hk(t) = St”, Ahlzthk dt for t E [t,, t,+l] and 
#hk(t) = 1’“” A&thk dt, 
67% 
fort 2 tm+l. 
Then, using the identities (recall (1.12)) 
((-4dh, A,‘$h))h = -((4h, $h)hl for &,@ E (SE)“, (2.5) 
((Ah#! @))h = ((Air& @))h = 0, for @ E (Sz)2, (2.6) 
we obtain 
(2.3) 
J 
tm+1 s t,+1 tm+1 ((z:“, Aj$$k))h dt - ((zhk, ztk))h dt = ((f, Ahlzthk)h dt, L t?n J t, 
and by (2.6), 
Izh”(trn+i)lE - Izhk(tm)l$ = -2~~‘((f,A~‘Z:‘))hdt. (2.7) 
We shall also need the test function 
Consider (2.1) and (2.8), 
Ah2ztk(t), 
0, 
W3) 
J 
t,+1 
tm [((zf”, A;2z;k))h + ((Ahzhk,A;2z;k))h] dt = l;+’ ((f+%2Ztkh dt* W) 
By (2.5) and (2.9), 
Hence, 
J 
tm+1 tm+1 
IA;lz;kl; dt 5 
trill s t, Izhkjh(A~‘z;“lh,dt + 1’“” IA;‘fihlAi’zthkhdt- tm 
J 
tm+1 
t, JAhlz;kl;dt 5 C [l;-+’ [Izhki2h + IA;‘fl?d dt 
I * 
(2.10) 
Combining (2.7), (2.10) and the estimate IA;‘fjE 5 Clf$ yields the result of Proposition 2.1. 
I 
in order to complete the proof of Lemma 2.1, we need to estimate the term J:I+’ Izhklidt in 
(2.3). 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. 
J 
tm+1 
Izhkl; dt 5 Ck Jzhk(t,)J; + k 
twl 
~;+‘lfl;dt]. 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2.2. We notice first that (2.1) is equivalent to solving 
J 
Lx+1 t,+1 
mP”9 w~“))~ + ( (Ahzhk, w~“))~ dt = s ((f, whk)h dt, L Ln (2.11) 
for all whk E (S:(Q) @PPP-l[tm, t,+# with zhk(t,) given. As in [2] we rescaie the problem and 
define i snd f by 
i(t) 3 zhk(t, + kt); f(t) = f(tm + kt) where t E [0, 11. (2.12) 
By (2.11) and (2.12), f satisfies the equation 
1 
it, whk))h + k((A& Whk))h dt = k 
s 
(<f^, whk)h dt (2.13) 
0 
for all whk E (q(0) @ PP-‘(0, 1])2. T o p rove the result in Proposition 2.2, it suffices to establish 
the following estimate. 
Indeed, since 
J 1 [II fI?, dt . (2.14) 
J ’ (i(t) = ; fm” Izhkl; dt 
tm+1 
and /,’ jf^(t)I:dt = ; lrn If(t)!: dt, 
0 tm 
(2.14) is equivalent to 
s tm+1 (zhk(t)(; dt 5 Ck L l;” If I:dt] 
as desired. Thus, it is enough to prove (2.14). 
PROOF OF (2.14). Let i(t,~) = j$O$jZt where {4j}T=‘=, is a basis for PP[O, 11, and 
zjh f [sjl(fl)]2, j = O,l,. * . , p. Consider (2.13) and set whk = #iwh where wh E [S;f(R))2, 
for all wh E [Si(fl)12, i = O,l,. . . ,p - 1. 
Rearranging yields the identity 
=k((~dijddWh))h, (2.16) 
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for all Wh E [S;i(0)]2, i = O,l,. . . ,p - 1. Therefore, i = 5 #jzj satisfies 
j=O 
Let {&}bo be the Legendre polynomials on the interval [0, l], i.e., &(t) = Pi(2(t - i)), where 
Pi(z) is the Legendre polynomial of degree i on the interval [-1, 11. Then, we have that 
1 
J { 
0, j < i; 
+i& dt = +(oi>“l; = 0, 3- 9 . - i. (2.18) 
0 
+j&li - s,' #j4:dt = 1 - 4j(O)&(O) = 0 or 2, j > i, 
since #i(l) = 1 and &(O) = fl. Also, 
J 
1 
0 
$j$i,dt=lF’j (Z(t-~))P,(?(t-~))dt=~~~q(s)P.(z)dz=~. (2.19) 
Since i(t = 0) = 5 4j(t = 0)~: = 5 (-l)jzjh, it follows from (2.17), (2.18), and (2.19) that 
j=O j=O 
- I -I I -I ‘*a fI 
kAh 21 0 21 
0 $A,i 21 0 **. 
. . . . *. ‘. . . 21 
*. *. f. . . 0 
0 . . . . . . 0 _ &Ah 21 
(2.20) 
Using determinants to find the inverse of the matrix in (2.20) (see Hoffman and Kunze [5, 
Chapter 5, p. 1291 for a discussion of determinants of matrices whose entries are elements from 
a commutative ring with identity), we have that 
(2.21) 
From the definition of the determinant, it follows that Rej is a rational function of kAh and 
the degrees of the numerator and denominator of Rej are less than or equal to p. In fact, 
since for homogeneous problems (f^ = 0), i(t = 1) = r(-kAh)i(t = 0), where T(Z) is the (p,p) 
diagonal Pade approximation to e” (see [S]), the denominator of Rej is a constant multiple of the 
denominator of r(-kAh). T(Z) has p distinct poles in the right-hand half of the complex plane. 
It follows that (Rej (z) ] 5 C for Re z 5 0. 
Prom 17, Lemma 4.2, p. 3981, it follows that if Re (Y # 0, and R(z) = a + k/l + (YZ, then 
(R(-k&)]h F C h w ere C is independent of h and k. Since the numerator (as well as the 
denominator) of Rej has degree less than or equal to p, it follows that 
l&jlh 5 C, (2.22) 
where C is independent of h and k, by writing the numerator and denominator of Rcj as products 
of linear factors. 
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Since i(t,z) = e &z;, we have 
t=o 
e=o 
(2.23) 
Note that from (2.21), 
P 
J 
1 
Z; = R&f t = 0) + C Re,j k #j-lfdt. 
j=l 0 
(2.22), (2.23), and (2.24) imply that 
Since 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
it follows that 
J 
1 
li(t)li dt 5 C li(t = O)l; + k2 
0 J > o1 I&@ , 
which completes the proof of (2.14). 
. 
PROOF OF LEMMA 2.1. Prom (2.22), (2.24), and (2.26), it follows also that 
(2.27) 
I 
max I2(t>lh I Cg I$lh < C 
taoA 
I.Z(t = O)lh + k 
e=o 
(I’ If&it) ‘/1 . 
Hence, 
tEl$m~+Il ItYt)Ih L c 
[ 
I.Zhkknh + A (l;+’ Vl;dt) ‘/‘I - 
By combining the results of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2, we obtain 
(2.28) 
(2.29) 
J”hk(tm+dl; - )Zhk(tm)l; 5 c (k I”hk(t,)l; + (-+’ IfI; dt) . 
By the discrete Gronwall lemma, we obtain 
(2.30) 
(2.31) 
The conclusion of Lemma 2.1 follows now from (2.31) and (2.29). 
I 
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3. ERROR ESTIMATES 
3.1. Proof of (1.21) 
We define the “error” function 
ehk E Uhk _ p=p& 
Ram (1.8a) and (l.lO), we obtain 
(3-l) 
J 
T 
((ef”, gk)>h +((Ahehk, d )>h O!t 
0 
= J oT((% - (P”-)t, $:“>>h + ((4~ - P2Ptu), 4tk))h dt, (3.2) 
where we have used (1.12). 
From (1.17), it follows that 
J oT(((f)“tl)t, &)h & = J T(h!‘t, &))h ‘% vf#J” E H 63 (zg2; (3.3) 
(((Pt+)(0), $))h’= ((+(O)), d))h, V4 E H, 
and from (l.l8a), 
J 0T((Ap”ti, &>h d  =JTew. @))/a dt, v@ E[S;: 63 L2[0,zq2. 0 
Thus, 
J oT((((Pt - I)PZ4t, 4:k))h fit = 0, 
and by the commutativity of Pt with Px, 
(3.4) 
J oT((% - P5Ptu)t, &“),h & = lT(((r - P%t, bkk))h dt. 
From (3.4), it follows that 
J T((A(PzPtu - Ph), &“))hdt = 0. 0
Hence, 
(3.5) 
J 
T 
J 
T 
J 
T 
((A(u -P”&), 4tk))h dt = ((Au - APtu, &‘))hdt = 
0 0 0 
Defining 
F G (I - P”)ut + (I - Pt)Au, 
(3.2), (3.5), and (3.6) yield 
(((I - Pt)Au, $fk))h dt. (3.6) 
(3.7) 
J T((e!k7 d”))h + ((Ahehk7 4hk))h dt = lT((F, cbtk))h c-it. 0 (3.8) 
The result of Lemma 2.1 (2.2(a)) gives 
T 
max lehk(t)lz I C 
tE[‘J,Tl (J I(Pt - I)Azl(; + i(P” - r>u& dt + C~uhk(0) - (P=u)(o)I& (3.9) 0 
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By the approximation properties (1.19a) and (1.20a), we obtain 
J 0 * ((Pt I)AuI; dt L: Ck2(P+1)(A~(~.+l10,T;Hl 
i m2(‘+‘) [I~L~IH(~+~)IO,T;L~(R)~ + (A~L~(H~+I~O,~~-~(~)~]~ 
5 ck2(p+1) [lU21H(p+‘)[0,T;Lp(n)) + IZtllH++‘[0,T;H’(n)l]2 (3.10) 
I 
* I(Pz - ‘h& & 5 Ch2’q+“IUlt12L1[0,T;H~+l(n)1’ (3.11) 
0 
Combining (3.9) with (3.10) and (3.11) leads to the desired result in (1.21). I 
3.2. Proof of (1.22) 
The proof is analogous to the previous case. Indeed, we define 
Prom (1.8b) and (1.13), we obtain (3.2) with A replaced by a and (( , ))h replaced by 
(( 7 ))R. The definition of pz given by (1.18b) yields 
J 
T 
((APZ$, cp))@ = 
J 
wh E (S;f 69 L2[0, q2. (3.12) 
0 0 
Moreover, (3.3) remains valid with h replaced by k and Pt by Pt. Thus, the same arguments as 
before lead us to 
max jehk(t)lL < C (/ T tEI%TJ 0 I(+ - i,aul; tit +J’ I(~= - I)utli t t 0 ) 
+ CjJqO) - (&A)(O)& (3.13) 
From the results of Proposition 1.1 ((1.19b) and (1.20b)), we obtain 
J 
2 
~2 m+l[o,~;~;(n)j + IAwlm+qo,~;~a(qj 1 
0 3 
5 ac2(p+‘) 
[ 
2 
lu l 2 HPfl[O,T;H;(Q)] + bhfP+l[O,T;H~(~)] I 
(3.14) 
and 
J 0TIP= - Q4pt 5 Ch2(Q+‘)IZlZtl~1[0,T;Hs+l(*)1. (3.15) 
Combining the results of (3.13)-(3.15) yields the conclusion in (1.22). I 
APPENDIX 
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1.1. 
J 0 * IV - WI% dt = J’ ItRt - w~I~,~,~ a + J’ IT1’2(Rt - a+21:,(n) dt 0 0 
T T 
= J 0 I@ - Wd2,,~n~ dt + J 0 I(@ - V”2ti21:1(nl dt 
5 cIc2(p+‘) [I?+4 1 HP+~[O,T&(n)] + I~21HP+I[0,T;H-l(*~~12 9 l 
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which proves (1.19a). The proof of (1.19b) is the same. As for (1.20a) we write 
where we have used 
(T;‘2(P 
Similarly, for (1.20b), 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
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= J 0T IF” - W&n, dt 
< Ch2(q+‘) hh 12Lz[o,r;FP+l(n)], - 
I)$, T;‘2(P - I)$) = ((P - +b,Th(P - I)$) = 0. 
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